NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATION
Autumn 2013 Course Time Schedule

SLN  ARABIC            Credit  Date       Time     Location  Instructor
10297 ARAB 411 A  Elementary Arabic  5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  DEN 311  Benson
10298 ARAB 411 B  Elementary Arabic  5      M T W Th F  1130-1220  DEN 311  Benson
10299 ARAB 411 C  Elementary Arabic  5      M T W Th F  1130-1220  SAV 139  Mahmoud
10300 ARAB 421  Intermediate Arabic  5      M T W Th F  930-1020  DEN 205  Ahmed
10301 ARAB 450  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
10302 ARAB 498 A  Advanced Arabic (Arab Media) 5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  DEN 205  Ahmed
10303 ARAB 498 C  Arabic Short Stories 5      MW  130-250  SAV 141  Elkhafaifi
10304 ARAB 499  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
10305 ARAB 596 A  Advanced Arabic (Arab Media) 5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  DEN 205  Ahmed
10306 ARAB 598 C  Arabic Short Stories 5      MW  130-250  SAV 141  Elkhafaifi
10307 ARAB 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research 1-10  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

EGYPT

13520 EGYPT 411  Introduction to Coptic 5      T T h  230-420  THO 217  Williams

HEBREW

15092 HEBR 411  Elementary Modern Hebrew 5      M T W Th F  930-1020  SAV 139  Horovitz
15093 HEBR 421  Intermediate Modern Hebrew 5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  JHN 022  Romano
15094 HEBR 427  Biblical Hebrew Poetry 5      MW  130-250  MGH 284  Martin
15095 HEBR 467  Hebrew in Song 3      MW  230-350  SAV 138  Sokoloff
15096 HEBR 490  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
15097 HEBR 499  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
15098 HEBR 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research 1-10  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

NEAR EAST

18053 NEAR E 210  Introduction to Islamic Civilization 5      T T h  230-420  KNE 210  Zafer
18062 NEAR E 240  Hebrew Bible 5      MW  130-250  KNE 110  Martin
21674 NEAR E 375  Turkic People of Central Asia 3      MW  130-250  DEN 212  Citrautas
21761 NEAR E 414  Moses, Muhammad, and Malcolm X 3      T T h  830-920  JHN 175  Zafer
18063 NEAR E 423  (Classical) Persian Literature in Translation 3      T T h  130-250  MOR 221  Alavi
18064 NEAR E 490  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
18065 NEAR E 491  Methodologies in Near Eastern Studies 5      T T h  300-450  SAV 162  Kuro
18066 NEAR E 496 C  The Middle East and Central Asia 5      T T h  130-250  SAV 156  Mawkanuli
18069 NEAR E 496 D  Hispanic-Arabic Literature 3      T T h  330-450  SAV 157  DeYoung
18070 NEAR E 498  Senior Essay 5      Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
18071 NEAR E 499 A  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
18072 NEAR E 499 B  Undergraduate Research: SVOBODA DIARIES 1-7  W  830-1020  Arranged  Andrews
18073 NEAR E 591  Methodologies in Near Eastern Studies 5      T T h  300-450  SAV 162  Kuro
21557 NEAR E 595  Methodology of Teaching Near Eastern Languages 3      T  130-320  SAV 141  Elkhafaifi
18075 NEAR E 596 A  Turkic People of Central Asia 5      MW  130-250  DEN 212  Citrautas
18076 NEAR E 596 B  The Middle East and Central Asia 5      T T h  130-320  SAV 156  Mawkanuli
18078 NEAR E 596 D  Hispanic-Arabic Literature 3      T T h  330-450  SAV 157  DeYoung
18079 NEAR E 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research 1-10  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
18080 NEAR E 700  Master's Thesis 25-Jan  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

PERSIAN

19440 PRSAN 411 A  Elementary Persian 5      M T W Th F  930-1020  SAV 158  Shams
19441 PRSAN 411 B  Elementary Persian 5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  SAV 130  Shams
19442 PRSAN 421  Intermediate Persian 5      M T W Th F  1130-1220  SAV 164  Badiee
19443 PRSAN 431  Advanced Persian 3      MW  130-250  SAV 155  Shams
19444 PRSAN 498  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
19445 PRSAN 499  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
19446 PRSAN 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research 1-10  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

TURKIC

20986 TKIC 417  Elementary Uygur 5      T W Th  1000-1120  SAV 164  Mawkanuli
21666 TKIC 421  Intermediate Uzbek 3      Th F  200-320  DEN 123  Citrautas
20987 TKIC 490  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
20998 TKIC 499  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
20992 TKIC 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research  Var  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

TURKISH

20993 TKISH 411  Elementary Turkish 5      M T W Th F  930-1020  DEN 311  Sevner
20994 TKISH 421  Intermediate Turkish 5      M T W Th F  1030-1120  SAV 139  Yucel
20995 TKISH 451  Modern Turkish Literary History 3      MW  300-420  DEN 310  Sevner
20996 TKISH 498  Undergraduate Supervised Study 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
20998 TKISH 499  Undergraduate Research 1-6  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty
20999 TKISH 600  Graduate Independent Study/Research 1-10  Arranged  Arranged  Arranged  Faculty

UGARITIC

21186 UGARIT 451  Ugarit I 3      T T h  1030-1120  DEN 213  Neogel

Please consult the online Time Schedule for prerequisites, restrictions, and the most up to date course information.